
DOROTEA GOLD
GRANA FINE

SCHEDA TECNICA

 Prodotto: Dorotea Gold grana fine
 Categoria: Linea Impero
 Azienda: Loggia

 Revisione : 07/03/2024

General Characteristics                                                   

Interior covering of great charm with metallic, silvery or golden effect reflections, with fine or coarse grain.

Application                                                                        

Due to its elegance, Dorotea is ideal for the protection and decoration of internal walls of prestigious
ancient or modern buildings, such as villas, hotels, banks and offices.

Surface Preparation                                                             

Thoroughly clean the surfaces (walls or plasterboard) that need to be decorated, carefully
removing all impurities using abrasive paper. Prepare the surface with powder or paste
fillers (such as Flystuk). 12 hours after finishing applying the smoothing putty, sand with
P120-P150 type abrasive paper. Apply a coat of FISSAMUR vinyl fixative diluted 1:3 with
water. Wait 4-5 hours and apply 1-2 coats of Primer MAXI FOND.

 

 

Application Methods                                                         

Brush or Plafoncino or Glove for decorations: Ready to use. If necessary, add 5% water.
After 6-8 hours have passed since the end of the application of the MAXI FOND, proceed
with the application of a first coat of Dorotea using a decor glove or with a plafond, crossing
the brushstrokes in an irregular manner until the wall is completed. After 4-6 hours, apply a
second hand following the same instructions as for the first until the desired effect is
obtained.

 
 

 



Application temperature: +5 ÷ +35 °C

Relative humidity of application: < 85%

Recommended thickness: 35 ÷ 50 µm per coat

Dust dry: 4 ÷ 6 h

Repaintable after: 12 h

Deep dry: 24 h

Tool cleaning: water

 

Painting:                                                                           

The product can be colored with the tintometric systems of the L'ANGELO, L'ANGELO OX
and MAXXI lines, as well as with the universal dyes found on the market. It is advisable to
mix different manufacturing batches of the same color together to avoid possible
differences in shade during application.

  

 

Specific weight: 1,1 ÷ 1,2 Kg/l

Viscosity: 13000 - 15000 cPs

pH: 8 - 9

Solid in weight: 40%

Theoretical yield: 7 – 8 mq/lt Infinito e Marmo
Romano; 6-7 mq/lt  Maxifond

mq/l

Recommended coats of paint: 2

Color: Folder Colors

Appearance: Semi-gloss waxed

 

Storage:                                                                           

The unopened product, stored intact in a dry and cool place, has a storage life of not less
than 24 months. 

After use carefully close the package and store it upside down. 

Minimum storage temperature: + 5 ° C 

Maximum storage temperature: + 30 ° C  

 

Safety Precautions:                                                        

For all information relating to the handling of the product as well as its correct disposal, please refer to the
Safety Data Sheet.  

 

Warnings                                                                         

The information contained in this sheet is provided to the best of our technical knowledge. However, these
indications and suggestions cannot have the value of a guarantee for the applicator, since the conditions of
use of the product are beyond our direct control. It is therefore advisable to ascertain the suitability of the
product for the specific case with preliminary tests.

 



Loggia Industria Vernici S.r.l. Via Colle d’Alba di Levante – 04016 B.go S. Donato - Sabaudia (LT) –
ITALY

Tel. (+39) 0773 562212, Fax (+39) 0773 562034. www.loggia.it, E-mail commerciale@loggia.it.

BVQI certified company for the UNI EN ISO 9001-2000 quality system.
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